
Welcome to God’s Little Explorers Preschool Curriculum!  I’m so excited to be sharing this journey with you.  If you would like 

to know more about God’s Little Explorers, please read this blog post.  You can also find a listing of resources to use with 

God’s Little Explorers on this page. 

 

Each week, I will be sharing the lesson plans I’m using with my youngest daughter (and my five-year-old, too...once we started, 

she didn’t want to be left out).  We’ll be exploring one letter (in no particular order), various math concepts, thematic pro-

jects (like cooking, crafts, and science), and one Bible story per week. 

 

The curriculum is written to be four days each week.  I recommend using the fifth day for a field trip and/or service project 

each week to enhance the theme and your child’s learning.   

 

I’ve written the lessons to be approximately 30-45 minutes if you complete the top three sections (Bible, Theme, and ABC 

& 123).  The Life Skills section adds a little more time depending how thorough you are in teaching the various skills.  The 

Other Ideas section, Book Bag, and Learning Bags are just extra ideas I share in case you want to switch-out a project, ex-

tend the learning, or don’t like an activity I have included in the main lesson.    Ideas that work for my children won’t neces-

sarily work for yours, so feel free to change and adapt the curriculum to fit your child’s needs and your own!  

 

This is a work-in-progress, so feel free to email me with your ideas and suggestions.  You can contact me at  

motherhoodonadime@gmail.com.  Please feel free to share this program with friends by sending them to the landing page 

for God’s Little Explorers.  Please remember, this material is copyrighted, so you may not redistribute or sell these plans.  

Thanks for your help! 

  

Blessings! 

Stacie Nelson 
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Bible Exploration:   

Welcome to our short review week!  Ask your child 
to tell you their favorite Bible story from the year.  
Reread it (or them) and reminisce about some of 
the activities you did for that particular story/
theme. 
 
Sing “Heavenly Sunshine” from Wee Sing. 

Theme Adventure:   

Review all of the letters and actions that go with 
them.  Use your “treasure Map” to guide you.  If 
you forget, just look it up or substitute something 
new! 
 
See  if you can do it faster and faster. 

Theme Adventure:     
 
Find some stories in your children’s Bible about 
heaven.  Share with your child about our final 
destination.  How does the Bible say it looks?  
What do we know will happen there?   

After your discussion, ask your child to draw or 
paint what they think heaven looks like. These will 
be masterpieces you  
definitely want to keep! 

Math Exploration:   

Write the numbers 1-10 (or 20 if they are ready 
for that) on index cards and show your child a 
number.  Ask them to draw a corresponding 
amount of circles on each card.  For example, 
show them the 5 card, ask them what the num-
ber is and have them draw that many circles on it. 

Take note of any numbers they don’t seem to 
know.  Use that info to review as you have time. 
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Bible Exploration:   

Pick out a few stories from your children’s Bible 
about how the Good News spread after Jesus 
ascended.  Share how the people were just  
ordinary people like you and me, but they were 
empowered to do God’s work by the Holy Spirit.  

Sing “Heavenly Sunshine” from Wee Sing. 

 

 

Theme Adventure:   

Take a look at the “Treasure Map” you’ve put 
together throughout the course of the year. 

Have your child draw a picture of themselves or 
take a photo of them and add it right before the 
end of the map.  Talk to your child about how 
important and special their life is and how they 
have an amazing story—just like all of the other life 
stories we’ve studied so far. 

 

Theme Adventure:     

Have your child also draw a small picture of  
heaven for the Treasure Map.  That is our  
ultimate destination!  Woohoo!  We made it!! 

Have a party and celebrate!  You have officially 
finished God’s Little Explorers! 

 

ABC Exploration:   

Play this whiteboard/chalkboard erase review 
game with all of the letters. 

You can also just “test” your child with flashcards 
or point at letters and see if they can make the 
sound. 

Take note of any letters your child doesn’t seem 
to know, and be sure to work on those as you 
have time. 

“In my Father's house are many mansions; 
if it were not so, I would have told you; for I 
go to prepare a place for you..” John 14:2  ASV 

  

 

If you haven’t yet, create a notebook of your child’s papers, projects, and any pictures you’ve taken 
during the year.  Have them draw a picture for the front of the notebook. 

Read Part 23-26 from The Big Picture Bible.   

My Ideas: 
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